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letter from the dean
Dear Alumni and Friends,
Happy New Year! I would like to welcome you to the newly redesigned issue
of Endeavors! It has been over a year since the reorganization of the College
became official and we have been hard at work moving forward. We are well into
the academic year and I become increasingly excited about the great strides the
College has been making.
The College-wide reorganization, the product of over two years of collaborative
work, has brought about a renewed sense of purpose to provide the best
education possible to our students, and through them affect education research
and practice in Maryland and throughout the United States. Our alumni are proofpositive that College graduates are committed, knowledgeable and passionate
change agents in their respective fields. We hope to continue this trajectory by
shaping our programs to be relevant, interdisciplinary and innovative. I invite you
to learn more about the reorganization and some exciting results emerging on
page 8.
In this issue, we profile two programs that are informing literacy intervention
in children through both research and practice that place our students out
into the community to make a real impact on the lives of young students. The
first is an example of how technology is being leveraged to increase our understanding of how children learn. The research of Dr. Donald J. Bolger is just
one example of how researchers in the College are examining fundamental issues through a neuroscience perspective. The second, the Reading
Clinic, is the capstone experience for students in our Master’s in Reading Education program. This summer, I had the pleasure of visiting the Clinic
and was inspired by the incredible passion for reading that was being nurtured in young students, who before the program, were reluctant
readers or behind their peers in reading fundamentals.
I also want to highlight our efforts on integrating internationalization and globalizations in all areas of the College. Our office of International Initiatives
is working tirelessly on infusing issues of globalization into the curriculum, both in the College and in Maryland schools, and developing ways to promote
a global understanding in our students through experiences, interactions, and learning. In this issue, we highlight one of our study abroad experience,
El Salvador’s Children: Risk, Poverty and Education.

“The College-wide reorganization, the product of over two years of collaborative work, has brought
about a renewed sense of purpose to provide the best education possible to our students...”
December marked the end of the University of Maryland’s capital campaign, Great Expectations. I want to personally thank all of our supporters who
helped us reach our fundraising goal. One of the most important roles that I have as Dean is working to secure funds to support our research, programs and
most important, students. You can learn more about our campaign success, as well as learn more about how you can leave a lasting legacy at the College on
page 12.
I hope you enjoy these and other stories in this first issue of the newly redesigned Endeavors!
Warm regards,

Dean Donna Wiseman

winter 2013
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READING: The College’s Interdisciplinary Approach to Reading Intervention

Fostering Connections Between
Education and Neuroscience
Assistant Professor Donald Bolger Uses Cognitive Science to Help Teachers
Understand Their Student’s Reading Disabilities

disabilities and pay attention to the types of problems their students are
having. “So my approach has been to say keep digging. Keep seeing what
else and what other types of processes or computations or skills that a child
needs to have in order to read c-a-t as the word “cat” and put it together
with its meaning. Don’t just stop at the letter and the sounds, but think
about what types of attentional capacities are needed to put the entire
reading process together.”
	Processes like hearing, working memory, understanding the relationship
between the spelling and the sound, as well as how the brain acquires the
meaning of words, all come into play when a child reads and can be helpful
to consider when remediation is needed. “I tell my students that each
student in their classroom has a different set of skills. From my perspective
if they have 35 students, they have thirty five different brains that they
have to contend with. These brains have different experiences or lack of

C

experiences and each one may need help in a slightly different way.”

change and alter itself. Bolger, who studies how learning and reading

worked in a lab that studied reading ability and disability and provided

occur in the brain comments, “We’ve entered a new era of understanding

children with a particular type of reading intervention. He says, “I worked

ollege of Education Assistant Professor Donald Bolger tells his

	Bolger’s steadfast approach to individualized reading intervention,

Master’s students not to rule anything out. This is because the

coupled with a strong assessment of the student’s skills comes from his

primary organ in his field of study, the brain, can continually

undergraduate years at the University of Massachusetts. While there, Bolger

when it comes to the brain. We’ve learned that many areas of the brain are

a lot on letter sounds. You know doing word lists that consist of the word

working together when we perform specific tasks like reading, writing and

families—cat/hat/fat/sat.” His first student was a thirteen year old boy

speaking, and because all of these areas are working in tandem the brain

who was reading at a fifth grade level. “His parents had come to us in

has an amazing ability to compensate for lost or injured tissue by rerouting

desperation. He was still in a special education school, and I had been told

its pathways, if needed.” Bolger is referring to the idea of plasticity, which

by his parents that the light was going out in his eyes.”

can lead to dramatic changes in a person’s brain map. It is plasticity that is

	After working with Bolger using an intervention coupled with a

responsible for the right lateralization of language, normally a function of

reward system that the lab developed, the student was placed in a

the brain’s left hemisphere, in children who have lost the left hemisphere of

mainstream classroom receiving high marks one year later. For Bolger, his

their brain due to tumors or lesions.

student’s response to intervention was proof that reading disabilities can

The idea that multiple areas of the brain are at work when we read,

improve with hard work and the appropriate techniques. This idea, however,

speak or write is what Bolger hopes to convey to his students, many of

ran counter to the research being published at the time claiming that

whom are certified secondary school teachers in Montgomery County.

reading disabilities were biological and that children with these disabilities

His driving point is that as practicing teachers and students of human

would never be able to read normally. Bolger adds, “I’ve seen personally

development, they should look beyond the traditional diagnoses of reading

that if you intervene, children can rebound and recover.”

4
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As an affiliate faculty member at the Center for Advanced Study

team takes a brain image before and after the five weeks of training. “We’re

of Language (CASL), Bolger’s current research project explores the

looking for changes in the activation of the brain areas. What areas change?

phenomenon of brain training. With this study, he and a cohort of University

We’re also looking at not just kind of the patterns of activation, but if these

of Maryland faculty are looking at the effects of cognitive training on the

regions change structurally. Are these areas growing? We measure the

brain specifically when participants are asked to engage daily in 15 to 30

white matter (fatty tissue that forms the insulation on the neurons allowing

minutes of working memory exercises over a course of five weeks. He’s

them to transmit faster) to see if these fiber pathways are better insulated

…reading disabilities can
improve with hard work and
the appropriate techniques.

because of this workout.”
	In addition to his extensive research on the brain and learning, Bolger
teaches classes on cognitive development and learning, as well as cognitive
neuroscience in the College’s Human Development and Quantitative
Methodology Department. He has several professional affiliations including
the Society for Cognitive Neuroscience, the Society for the Scientific Study
of Reading and the Organization for Human Brain Mapping. He was the
co-PI on the National Science Foundation grant that brought a $2 million

been responsible for the brain imaging portion of the project using the fMRI

dollar fMRI to the University of Maryland and has been an ad-hoc reviewer

scanner in the University’s new Maryland Neuroimaging Center. Bolger’s

for several academic journals. –SY

winter 2013
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“Teaching word patterns, teacher read-alouds to
model fluency, and small group reading lessons
are only some of the techniques employed at the
College of Education’s Summer Reading Clinic.”
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READING: The College’s Interdisciplinary Approach to Reading Intervention

Unique Summer
Reading Clinic Gives
Master’s Students
the Opportunity
to Co-Teach

The days for the eighty-five students enrolled in the summer reading
program are filled with age appropriate strategies for deciphering the
nuances of language that become second nature by adulthood. Although
the students are divided up by grade level, the nature of the program
remains the same for everyone. Dr. Baccus explains further, “Every single
day in our program a child will read a book in small group of three with
their teacher. They will also do a writing lesson, read independently and
listen to the teacher during a read aloud.” Each reading model has its
benefits. For example with the small group reading lessons, the teacher
is able to prepare the student for the text they are about to encounter.
Teachers work with the students to conjure up their background information
about the text’s subject or simply discuss the book’s cover or pictures. Once
the student begins reading out loud, the teacher is able to listen in and
help them utilize strategies like word study or contextual clues to decipher
the words they don’t understand. The added benefit for both teacher and

W

student is that the classrooms are small, often with two teachers for eight

as a future Reading Specialist, she’s learning and employing strategies

its pedagogical roots take into consideration the theories behind self-

that will make reading easier for her kindergarten and first grade students.

determined readers. The clinic aims to create an environment where

“In the clinic, we teach students things like word patterns. If I knew when

students begin to take control of their own reading agenda and become

I was younger that certain words are all spelled the same it would have

more confident and reflective with the reading in which they engage. In

made reading, writing and spelling much easier.” Teaching word patterns,

order to foster a self-determined reader, teachers at the clinic must work

teacher read-alouds to model fluency, and small group reading lessons

on creating a safe environment for students where they can “feel better

are only some of the techniques employed at the College of Education’s

about themselves and are encouraged to take risks,” comments Dr. Codling,

Summer Reading Clinic. The Summer Reading Clinic is the capstone teaching

the clinic’s co-director. The students are free to read what they want during

experience for Maryland students earning their M.Ed. in Reading Education

their independent reading time, and if they can’t decide the teacher will

and preparing to receive a Reading Specialist Certification.

provide them with reading-level appropriate texts that match their interests.

hen Nicole Ziadi was learning to read over twenty

to ten students, so each student gets individual attention and teachers are

years ago, she learned like many of us. She learned to

able to complete their lesson planning.

memorize the pronunciation and spelling of words. But now,

The Summer Reading Clinic was first developed in the 1970s and

The clinic, held for five weeks during the summer, is a learning

It also means promoting a culture in which no questions are too obvious and

experience for both teacher and student. For the teachers, there is the

that learning to master a subject involves making mistakes along the way.

unique opportunity to practice co-teaching in a classroom environment.

	Although the unique design of the Summer Reading Clinic has remained

As future reading specialists, students in the program will serve as the

the same over the years, the M.Ed. program in Reading Education has

resident expert on reading in their home school. In addition to overseeing

changed. “We’ve revamped some of our courses,” says Dr. Codling. “We

all aspects of the school’s reading curriculum, they will also find themselves

learned from some Howard County teachers that reading specialists need

co-teaching classes or helping other teachers teach reading better. Therefore,

to understand data. They need to know how to work with it and explain

Reading Specialists are often engaged in the professional development

it. So we created a class called Understanding, Evaluating and Using New

of their colleagues — a role usually left to a school administrator. Because

Research in School Reading Programs.” This year, the program also injected

Reading Specialists-in-training need to understand how to advise other

a new focus on English Language Learners into their core curriculum. This

teachers on their lesson planning as well as classroom teaching style, the

focus on ELL stems from the surrounding neighborhood the clinic is often

Summer Reading Clinic was designed to provide this type of experience.

held in, as many of the students are English Language Learners.

“One thing we ask our teachers to do is coach each other,” comments

	When asked to sum up her experience in the M.Ed. Reading Program as

Dr. Ayanna Baccus, visiting assistant professor in the Department of

a student and a teacher, it only takes Nicole Ziadi a moment to reflect. She

Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership, and the Clinic’s co-director.

goes back to the co-teaching. “I’ve been with my cohort since ’09 and really

“In order for this to really occur we pair them up. This means they have

gotten to know them well. They have been a great resource for me. We just

the opportunity to see one another teach. They plan together, they

share and coach each other on teaching strategies. In my own class, I’ve

make notes together, they make suggestions about a student’s reading

applied program strategies and ideas from other teachers in the class. Like,

development together.”

‘Oh this works really well for me, you should try it, sort of a thing.’” –SY

winter 2013
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College of Education reorganization
After years of planning,

countless committee meetings,

of the new focus on interdisciplinary approaches to research. The College

College-wide votes, and University approval processes, the College

is looking at its existing Institutes and Centers to bolster and amplify their

reorganization from seven to three departments became official over a year

research effect and outreach.

ago. Since then, College faculty, staff and students have been working hard

	While the structure of the departments may have changed, the quality

to ensure the goals of the reorganization – mainly fostering more inter- and

of the programs has not. The College will continue to expand understanding

cross-disciplinary collaboration – are coming to fruition. While the process

of how individuals learn over a life time and develop techniques to overcome

of reorganization was challenging, the real work of creating a College that

roadblocks to learning. Graduates of the College of Education will continue

is world-renowned for its research, its faculty and its students, is really just

to enter their respective fields highly skilled, creative and committed to

beginning. Faculty are revamping existing programs and creating entirely

improving educational outcomes for all. The College will continue to take a

new ones that are responsive to the changing demands in the education work

lead in shaping this world.

space. Departments are beginning to hire new faculty who are reflective

Counseling,
Higher Education
and Special
Education

Teaching
and Learning,
Policy and
Leadership

Counseling, Higher Education and Special

Teaching and Learning, Policy and

Human Development and Quantitative

Education concentrates on the preparation

Leadership’s programs encourage

Methodology advances knowledge and

of counselors, school leaders, student

thoughtful and responsive explorations

practice through research on human

development and international leaders

of education policies, practices and related

neuroscience; learning, cognitive and

who work in a variety of educational

social issues. Graduates are prepared to

language development; social and

environments in the U.S. and abroad. The

create and critique alternative courses

emotional development and socialization;

department offers innovative leadership

of action to enhance the quality of

and measurement, statistics and

programs in higher education and

education for all persons and to redress

evaluation. Programs provide high level

disability studies, as well as programs

the social conditions that restrict collective

training in human development theory and

preparing leaders, researchers and

democratic aspirations.

in measurement, statistics and evaluation.

Human
Development
and Quantitative
Methodology

practitioners in PK-20 education.
formerly the departments of

formerly the departments of

formerly the departments of

Curriculum and Instruction

Human Development and

Counseling and Personnel

and Education Policy Studies.

Measurement, Statistics

Services, Special Education,

and Evaluation.

and Higher Education.
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Taking Learning Abroad to El Salvador

El Salvador’s Children: Risk, Poverty and Education

In the bed of a pick-up truck in El Salvador,

three community centers. “One of the things I am proudest of is that students

Dr. Paula Beckman wrote a grant to improve

from the University of Maryland, through this study aboard experience have

educational outcomes for the Salvadorian

started three separate after-school/library/education programs that are now

people. On a visit to the country after a

functioning,” says Dr. Beckman.

series of devastating earthquakes in 2001, Dr.

	Their continuing efforts help promote education in a nation where

Beckman met two teachers in a small village

children often drop out of school by third grade and families commonly

where 80% of the home were destroyed.

struggle to survive on $300 a year.

When asked what they needed, the women
teachers responded that even though they
only had a small amount of education, the
parents in the village were depending on them to teach the village’s children.
They needed to learn how to teach. Inspired by this need, Dr. Beckman wrote
a grant proposing a model to train teachers. This teacher training is now
occurring in 20 rural El Salvadorian villages.
	Years later, Dr. Beckman designed a study abroad course for the College
through the University’s Education Abroad program. Since 2009, students
have traveled over winter term to the Central American nation, visiting
schools, living with Salvadorian families and learning about the culture. They
also bring books and work with villagers to establish after-school programs
for children and classes for adults on literacy, computers, art, and English in

Visit http://ter.ps/elsalvador to watch a video of the
El Salvador program and learn more about Dr. Beckman’s
inspiration to make a difference in El Salvador.
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Fulbright Scholarship Recipient
Conducting Research in El Salvador
The College of Education is proud to announce that Brent Edwards
has been awarded the Fulbright Research Scholarship. Brent is a
doctoral student in the International Education Policy program
in the College of Education. In September 2011, Brent travelled
to El Salvador to begin his Fulbright year collecting data for his
dissertation. Below he shares some background on his experiences
in El Salvador and his plans for his year as a Fulbright.

civil war in 1991. More specifically, I will focus on and trace the initiative to
decentralize education management, which has been central to reformation
of the education system in El Salvador since the early 1990s. Thus, in studying
education reform in El Salvador, I will focus on the tensions among the
global, national, and local levels in the adoption, implementation, and
continuation of the decentralization program (known as EDUCO).
	By pulling the thread of decentralization, I hope to be able to produce
insights into the way in which education policy is formed in developing

I first traveled to El Salvador in 2009 as part of the College of Education’s

countries. Because these processes have involved actors from the community

Winter term study abroad program. I became interested in the processes of

level to the global level, the analysis inherently contains a vertical dimension.

education policy formation in El Salvador. I was particularly interested in the

The idea is to trace and unpack these processes and to problematize the

complicated relationships between the range of actors—from the local to the

roles of the range of actors involved.

global level—involved in these reforms. In El Salvador, both national actors,

Education is essential to national and economic development and is

such as Salvadoran research centers, representatives from the Ministry of

always at the center of development strategies. At the same time, in the

Education, and political figures, as well as international actors, including the

current context of globalization, we see that more and more actors from

World Bank, USAID, Harvard University, and international non-governmental

outside a given country partake in and shape the way in which those education

organizations are involved in educational development.

policies are formed. My research will draw attention to—and help to

	During my year as a Fulbright, I will research the three major instances

understand—the way in which this happens in El Salvador. –BE

of education policy formation that have taken place since the end of the
winter 2013
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CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

Greatexpectations
update
Leaving a Legacy of Perseverance

accomplished one of her most important life goals. She hopes that her

Donna Jensen, BA ’94, MA ’96 has not led a “traditional life.” Since

scholarship, designated to assist students who are returning to college,

Through perseverance, commitment and courage, Mrs. Jensen

graduating from a high school in west Texas, Mrs. Jensen embarked on a

will serve as an inspiration to persevere. Says Jensen, “An education is very

career that took her all over the country and even the world. Working first

important, and this scholarship is a testament that you are never too old to

for the Air Force and then the University of Maryland University College,

go back to school.”

Mrs. Jensen has lived in places like Oklahoma, Las Vegas, Dallas, Heidelberg,

What kind of legacy would you like to leave? If you are interested in

and Bahrain, to name just a few. She had made amazing strides in her

finding out more information about deferred gifts or estate plans, please

career – and did it all without an undergraduate degree. And even though

contact Ms. Regina Tracy at rtracy@umd.edu or 301-405-4568.

her successful career speaks for itself, Mrs. Jensen viewed her lack of
degree as “unfinished business” and always had a strong personal desire to
complete a degree program; a desire that became ever more urgent with
each passing year.
	After returning from Bahrain in 1990, her personal goal became too

STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP SPOTLIGHT
Paying It Forward: The Power of Giving

urgent to ignore. Living in Lanham, Maryland, a mere six miles from College

A word of thanks from Jason Garvey, a fifth year doctoral student in the

Park, Mrs. Jensen, then age 36, decided to jump in feet first and go for it.

College Student Personnel Administration Program and recipient of the

Mrs. Jensen enrolled at the University in the Spring of 1994 to study speech

Naomi Hertz Memorial Fund Scholarship.

and secondary education. Even though she was worried about the age
difference between herself and the rest of the undergraduate students,

Through the generous giving of donors,

Mrs. Jensen soon found the University of Maryland to be home. So much so,

I am able to pursue my dream of

that after completing her undergraduate degree in 1994, she started a

becoming a faculty member. My research

Master’s program in English Secondary Education in the College of Education.

and teaching seek to emancipate students

	As she was pursuing her degrees, Mrs. Jensen worked as a student

and give voice to underrepresented

advisor in the College’s Office of Student Services. After completing

communities. Without the support of

her Master’s degree, she was offered a full time position as the Head of

the College of Education scholarship,

Advising for the former department Curriculum and Instruction (now

this would not have been possible.

under Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership). She worked in the

The scholarship has enabled me to

department until she retired in 2000.

use my time more productively and concentrate on my publications and

	Her experiences at the University of Maryland, the students she worked

teaching portfolio.

with as an advisor, and her commitment to education inspired her and her

	Being chosen for a College of Education scholarship has reaffirmed

husband to create a scholarship for the College. When she and her husband

my belief in reciprocal giving to benefit others. Just as many donors have

began their estate planning, she knew that she wanted to leave a legacy

supported me and other students, I hope one day to be able to contribute

with the University of Maryland. “I loved the University and it made my gift

to another’s educational career and professional development through

planning decision very easy. Through our bequest, I hope to affect the lives

my philanthropy. I am deeply indebted to those who continue to support

of some students, just as they affected me,” says Mrs. Jensen.

students, particularly within the fields of education.
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the college of education raises close to 12.9 million
The last year of the largest capital campaign

renovations, your investment in the College will go a long

ever undertaken by the University of Maryland has come to an

way. Gifts both small and large have a tremendous impact

end. The College has been working hard to fulfill its share of the

on the programs and people of the College. Making a gift

ambitious $5 billion goal. Thanks to the efforts of our faculty

today, ordesignating a gift to be realized in the future, will

and staff and through the generous support of our alumni

ensure that you leave a legacy of generosity that will never

and friends, the College has raised close to $12.9 million

be forgotten.

and has exceeded its goal. Have you thought about how

Visit the College’s Campaign Priorities page to learn

you want to make your mark on Maryland? Whether it is

more about giving to the College or make a secure

supporting student scholarships, faculty research, or building

donation online at http://ter.ps/coegiving.

MSMaRT Helps Launch the Drew Freeman Stem Academy

“Five, four, three, two, one…”
A group of Drew Freeman Middle School students leads
the countdown to each rocket launch. The excitement of
the students is contagious as each rocket shoots into the air.
These students are part of the Drew Freeman Summer STEM
Academy and have learned and applied the fundamentals of Newton’s
Third Law. The rockets, built by the students, were just one of the many
hands-on engineering projects that the students worked on during the
summer experience.
	Drew Freeman Middle School in Prince George’s County, a recent
turn-around school, created the STEM Academy with the assistance of the
College’s Maryland Science and Math Resident Teacher Program (MSMaRT).
MSMaRT serves high needs districts in Prince George’s County by recruiting
career changers and recent college graduates who are committed to and
have the potential to effectively teach middle grades mathematics and
science to a diverse student body. The incoming cohort of MSMaRT students
served as the teachers for the STEM Academy, providing them with an
immediate hands-on experience of their own.
The STEM Academy was created to provide a vehicle for helping
middle school-level students make connections between the four areas
of STEM (science, technology engineering and math) learning. The
activities incorporated all three learning domains — cognitive, affective

14
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and psychomotor — to create an extension of the academic curriculum in
which students can apply these subjects through engineering to create an
integrated whole.
Learn more about the MSMart Program here: http://ter.ps/MSMART

classnotes
Keep in touch! Submit your classnotes via email to endeavors@umd.edu or on
the College of Education’s website: http://ter.ps/COEKIT

1960s

1980s

Thomas Novotny (BS ’62) was inducted into

Dr. Barbara B. Hines (PhD ’81) was named

Christine E. Ground (MEd ’99) was honored as

the 2012 Howard County Community Sports

the 2012 Outstanding Woman in Journalism

the 2012-2013 Maryland Teacher of the Year for

Hall of Fame.

and Mass Communication by the Association

Montgomery County Public Schools.

Virginia S. George (BS ’69) received the
Honorary Alumna Recognition Award from
Alfred University.
Dr. Bernice R. Sandler (PhD ’69) was featured
on ESPN’s The Power of IX Legends, celebrating
the anniversary of this landmark occasion.

1970s
Sharon P. Levin (MEd ’72) is the head of School
for Jack M. Barrack Hebrew Academy in Bryn
Mawr, PA.
Dr. Delores C. Datcher (MEd ’74) was honored
with the 2012 Verizon Community Innovator
Award at Verizon’s Black History Month
celebration.
Christine A. Edwards (BA ’74) was awarded
the 2012 Transformative Leadership Award by
InsideCounsel which recognizes women general
counsels who are catalysts for change.
John Enkiri (MEd ’78) retired after 40 years
of service as an educator and administrator in
Prince George’s County Public Schools System.
Dr. Diane M. Gayeski (PhD ’79, MA ’75) was
honored by the International Association of
Business Communicators Research Foundation
with its Lifetime Foundation Friend Award.
Dr. Dana E. Friedman (MA ’79) was honored
with the Nassau BOCES Education Partner
Award bestowed annually on those whose
impact on public education in Nassau county, NY.
Dr. Ted D. Spring (PhD ’79) was appointed as
President of Cape Fear Community College in

for Education in Journalism and Mass
Communication.
William E. Slezak (BS ’82) was appointed as
Vice President of Healthcare for North America
at the UMF Corporation.

Dr. Denise F. Noldon (PhD ’98) was appointed as
President of Contra Costa College.

2000s
Dr. Lynn D. Darling (PhD ’00, MEd ’95) was

Sarah B. Andrus (MA ’86) was honored by the

appointed as Director of Mississippi State

Direct Selling Education Foundation (DSEF)

University’s Early Childhood Institute.

with its Circle of Honor Award, the highest
honor bestowed upon those sowing outstanding
service and commitment to DSEF.

Tara L.R. Beziat (BA ’02) recently graduated
from Kent State University with a Ph.D. in
Educational Psychology and will be teaching

Dr. Kimberly Hoagwood (PhD ’87) was appointed

at the University of South Carolina at Aiken in

as the Cathy & Stephen Graham Professor and

Fall 2012.

Vice Chair for Research of the Department

Dr. Paul E. Pitre (PhD ’02) was appointed to the

of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at NYU

Future of Flight Foundation’s Board of Directors.

Langone Medical Center.

Future of Flight uses commercial aviation to

Dr. Jose M. Ortiz (EdD ’88) was named Chancellor

inspire innovative thinking in exploring solutions

of Peralta Community College District in

to critical global issues.

Oakland, CA.

Dr. Michelle Asha Cooper (PhD ’06) was

1990s

recognized by the Black Women’s Agenda
for outstanding contributions to advancing,

Jean Marie Thompson (BS ’94) was appointed

securing and protecting the rights of Black

as Head of School for the Island School in Boca

women and their families.

Grande, FL.

Dr. Danette Gerald Howard (PhD ’07) was

Leah Carol Geiger (MEd ’97) received the Faculty

appointed as the Secretory of Maryland Higher

Excellence Award from the College of Southern

Education Commission.

Maryland.

Aeriel Anderson (MEd ’09) was appointed

Dr. Jacqueline Leonard (PhD ’97) was appointed

as Assistant Dean and Pan-Asian and Asian

as Director of the University of Wyoming’s

American Advisor in the Office of Pluralism

Science and Mathematics Teaching Center.

and Leadership at Dartmouth University.

Dr. Kevin Carroll (MEd ’99) was appointed as
Executive Director of Behavioral Health at Iowa
Health System in Des Moines.

Wilmington, NC.

winter 2013
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Stay Connected

with the Dean
Entrepreneurialism, MOOCs,
Fearless Ideas…get to know
more about the College from the
perspective of the Dean. Dean
Wiseman has created a blog to
provide an inside look at some of
the projects she is working on and
her reactions to the latest trends in

education. It’s just one more way to
stay connected with the College.
Please visit: http://ter.ps/deansblog

